Announcements:
a. Continue publicity for Milestone Courses.
b. Begin work on Essential Learning course review.

1. Approved (unanimously) a motion to approve POLS 151 as an Essential Learning course in the SBS category.

2. Approved (unanimously) a motion to approve ARKE 205 as an Essential Learning course in the SBS category.

3. Approved a motion (with two dissenting votes) to approve placement of SPCH 101 in the SBS category. Dissenting concerns centered on precedents related to placing two SPCH courses in different categories.

4. Approved a motion (unanimously) to place SPCH 102 in the Humanities category.

The meeting ended with a brief discussion of the possibility of allowing some non-PTO programs to waive select Essential Learning requirements when program requirements in a given category exceed those in the EL curriculum. No action was taken.